Biophysical Mechanism of Protein Export by Bacterial Type III Secretion System.
Type III secretion system (T3SS) is a protein injection nano-machine consisting of syringe and needle-like structure spanning bacterial inner and outer membranes. Bacteria insert the tip of T3SS needle to host cell membranes, and deliver effector proteins directly into host cells via T3SS to prime the host cell environment for infection. Thus inhibition of T3SS would be a potent strategy for suppressing bacterial infection. We previously demonstrated that T3SS needle rotates by proton-motive force (PMF) with the same mechanism as two evolutionally related rotary protein motors, flagellum and ATP synthase (FASEB J., 27, 2013, Ohgita et al.). Inhibition of needle rotation resulted in suppression of effector secretion, indicating the requirement of needle rotation for effector export. Simulation analysis of protein export by the T3SS needle suggests the importance of a hydrophobic helical groove formed by the conserved aromatic residue in the needle components. Based on these results, we have proposed a novel model of protein export by the T3SS needle, in which effector proteins are exported by PMF-dependent needle rotation oppositely to the hydrophobic helical groove in the needle. Quantitative examinations of the correlation between the speeds of T3SS rotation and the amount of effector export support this model. In this review, we summarize our current understanding of T3SS, and discuss our novel model of the protein export mechanism of T3SS based on the needle rotation.